
Shadow Warrior - Tutorial

I have been asked to give a brief tutorial about how grasping hand poses can be achieved in a full body pose. Please note that this is only how I
achieved it, and it can be done in many other ways as well.

We start by creating a Child instance of the Hand Socket Base so that we can add as many custom things as we want. To give an example, I’ve
been using it to store different hand poses mapped with an ENUM to be able to use them later on (gun gripping - base, finger on trigger, finger
firing)

Next we create a Child instance of the Grasping Hand. We have to override the RetrievePoses function, calling the super function and then
implementing our custom code. First we get the hand socket component of the object and then cast it to our Child instance of the Hand Socket
Base. Then we can retrieve our custom variables and store them in the grasping hand for later use, While also storing the original snapshot.







In my case I had to create another function where I’d be able to change the pose depending on the state. I’m not going into too much detail on
this as it has nothing to do with the full body implementation but still it would be giving people some thoughts of how something like this can be
achieved.





We also need another function that can store the full body pose as seen in the screenshot below.



Moving on to the Pawn Character implementation, we need to override the Try To Grab Object function as following:

The get respective hand is a custom function i’ve created that helps me identify the grasping hand from the controller.



Heading over to the Animation Blueprint, we need a new function which will be used to get and use the correct pose. We can now call this from
the Event Blueprint Update Animation Node.



The next and ultimate thing is that we use the Layered blend per bone to assign and use the newly created Left/Right hand pose variables.



In my case the setup for the Layered blend per bone is as follows. Please note that this might change depending on your setup.



P.S. Just to give an example of how I’m assigning the Mapped poses with the ENUM, I first create an animation using the Hand Socket
Component functionality implemented by Morden, and then I assign them as follows by selecting the hand socket component in the object that i
want to assign the specific grip pose to:


